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Bus Energy Reduction by Transition Pattern Coding
Using a Detailed Deep Submicrometer Bus Model

Paul P. Sotiriadis and Anantha P. Chandrakasan

Abstract—A data-distribution and bus-structure aware method-
ology for the design of coding schemes for low-power on-chip and
interchip communication is presented. A general class of coding
schemes for low power, termed transition pattern coding schemes,
is introduced. The energy behavior of the schemes is mathemati-
cally analyzed in detail. Two algorithms are proposed for deriving
such efficient coding schemes, which are optimized for desired bus
structures and data distributions. Bus partitioning is proposed and
mathematically analyzed as a way to reduce the complexity of the
encoder/decoder.

Index Terms—Activity, architecture, buses, coding, deep submi-
crometer (DSM), digital circuits, energy, estimation, Markov, low
power, modeling, power reduction, process, submicron, transition,
transition activity, transition activity matrix, very large-scale inte-
gration (VLSI).

I. INTRODUCTION

A S TECHNOLOGY scales to deep submicrometer (DSM)
dimensions, the energy cost of performing computation

continues to decrease while the cost of on-chip and interchip
communication is not improving. Over the past several years,
significant emphasis has been placed on reducing the energy dis-
sipation associated with communication through long on-chip
and interchip buses. Numerous schemes have been presented
including low-swing signaling, e.g., [1]–[3], charge recycling,
e.g., [4]–[7], and data coding, e.g., [8]–[17] including theoret-
ical paper, e.g., [18]. The starting point of these papers is a
simple and very popular power estimator, thetransition activity.
The transition activity, , of a circuit node (or line) is a useful
power measure when the node (or line) isdecoupledfrom any
other active node in the circuit. If this is true, then, the transi-
tion activity corresponds to a power dissipation given by

where is the capacitance between the node (line)
and the ground, and is the operating frequency. This formula
is very convenient for estimation of power dissipation. More-
over, such an energy model allows for the design and evaluation
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of circuits that reduce power dissipation. Unfortunately, as tech-
nology scales down, not many lines (not even many nodes) can
be regarded as isolated or shielded.

In DSM buses, for example, the coupling between lines is
usually much stronger than the coupling between individual
lines and ground [19]. This is a result of the high aspect ratio
of the wires and the small distance between them. Coupling be-
tween nodes (lines) implies that power dissipation depends on
thecross activities[20] of the nodes (lines) and, therefore, the
simple formula cannot be used.

Coding techniques for low-power communication DSM
buses, comprised of capacitively coupled lines, was introduced
in [21]. The energy expression that had to be minimized
suggested that minimizing the expected number of transitions
is not necessarily the best approach to reduce power. The set
of favorable transitions should be selected in a more elaborate
way. Several studies followed demonstrating the same principle
by presenting schemes specifically designed for DSM data or
address buses, e.g., [22]–[27]. An attempt for a generalized
approach was introduced in [27].

This paper presents amethod[transition pattern coding (TPC)
schemes and algorithm] for designing coding schemes for low-
power communication through buses. The starting point is a
general bus model that can accommodateanycoupling between
the lines. Abus energy model, which introduces new energy
measures in closed form based on the transitions of the entire
bus, is derived from this general bus model.

A general class of coding schemes is introduced, termed the
TPC schemes. This class contains all schemes for which the en-
coder and decoder are time-invariant, finite-state machines. The
input to the encoder is the new data vector to be transmitted;
and, the state of the encoder/decoder is the last vector trans-
mitted through the bus (state of the bus). Many of the schemes
presented in the literature are examples of this general class.

The introduced bus-energy model is used to study, in detail,
the energy-reduction properties of the class of TPC schemes.
Closed-form expressions are derived for the energy reduction
using TPC schemes and used in the development of the proposed
approximately optimal coding (AOC) and the TPC algorithms.
Both algorithms derive efficient coding schemes optimized for
desired bus structures and data distributions.

Finally, bus partitioning is mathematically analyzed for the
whole class of TPC schemes as a way to reduce the complexity
of the encoder/decoder. Examples in the literature (e.g., partial
bus invert coding [14]) that use bus partitioning can be analyzed
using the presented theory.

The purpose of this paper is not to present a specific coding
scheme, but rather to establish a theory of the energy reduction
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Fig. 1. Elementary segment of DSM bus.

behavior of the TPC class as a whole by providing analytical
mathematical expressions. Practical issues, for example, power
overhead of the encoder/decoder, have to be addressed for spe-
cific coding schemes, bus structures and data distributions, and
are out of the scope of this paper.

II. GENERAL ENERGY MODEL FORDSM BUSES

A bus consists of a segment of parallel wires or a sequence
of segments with repeaters and possibly latches between them.
The energy required to drive a sequence of segments is approxi-
mately the sum of the energy required to drive each segment in-
dependently. Therefore, we can consider only the simplest case
in our analysis. A general model of the bus segments should
include the capacitive and inductive coupling between any two
lines. An elementary segment of length is shown in Fig. 1.
Details on the model can be found, e.g., [28]–[32].

All the parasitic elements between the lines and ground
(shielding or substrate) and between the lines themselves, are in-
cluded in the model. In the elementary segment above,
is the serial resistance of theth line, is the parasitic
capacitance between theth line and ground, is the
parasitic capacitance linesand is the self induc-
tance of the th line and is the mutual inductance
between lines and . All parasitic elements are distributed and
their densities may vary
along the length of the wires. Note that lumped parasitics can
always be regarded as limiting cases of distributed ones and
therefore can be parts of the model.

Let be the total length of the bus segment. Let be
the current running through theth line at the point

and time . Similarly let be the voltage at point
with respect to ground. The bus segment is driven by a driver,

which in most cases is a CMOS inverter. Also, the segment has
a load that represents a buffer or a latch. A standard simplified
model for the driver of theth line, is shown
along with the line it drives in Fig. 2, [33].

The capacitor models the parasitic capacitance of the
driver; and, models that of the load. The switchconnects
the line to or depending on
whether a one or a zero is transmitted. The resistors and

Fig. 2. Driver-line receiver.

correspond to the PMOS and NMOS transistors of the
inverter.

Now, let be the period of the clock synchronizing the bus.
Suppose that at time , the transmission of the new data
values, starts ( is 0 or ). Since
the data are “sampled” at the other end of the bus (segment) at
some time , it is reasonable to assume that the time period

is sufficient for the lines to settle to their final values. That
is

(1)

for all and . Since the operation has
period , (1) implies that

(2)

for all and ( is 0 or ). This
is simply due to the fact that previous data must have been es-
tablished by . This assumption allows us to express the
energy drawn from the power supply by the driver of the
th line during the transition period as

(3)

The total energy drawn from the power supply during the tran-
sition is of course, . After some algebraic manip-
ulations (details are available in [20]), the transition energy is
expressed as

(4)

where are theoldand thenewvectors of the voltages
of the lines

and is the matrix with elements

if
if

(5)

where is the total capacitance between linesand , and
is the total capacitance between lineand ground. Note that
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Fig. 3. Energy-equivalent lumped DSM bus model(n = 4).

Fig. 4. Simplified energy-wise approximate DSM bus model.

includes the parasitics and of the driver and load,
respectively. Also note that is the conductance matrix of the
lumped capacitive network below, where the distributed lines
have been replaced by (lumped) nodes interconnected through
the total capacitances ( for example, ).

The network of Fig. 3 can be considered as a limiting case
of the original bus (segment) when all capacitances become
lumped and all inductances and resistances are eliminated.
Therefore, when the above network replaces the bus, driver,
and load capacitors, the energy dissipation from remains
unchanged for all transitions. This lumped network is, in some
sense,energy-wiseequivalent to the complete distributed bus
model of Fig. 1.

Remark: Throughout the paper, we make the conven-
tion that bit value “1” corresponds to -V and bit
value “0” corresponds to 0 V, i.e.,ground. Thus, the data
vector corresponds to voltage vector

such that1 for
, or .

During the transition of the bus from, alogical state
to state , an amount of energy equal to
is drawn form the power supply.2 Using (4), the energy is ex-
pressed as

(6)

Example: In many structures of DSM buses, the capacitive
coupling between nonadjacent lines is very weak compared to
that between adjacent lines. Then, the general model simplifies
to the circuit shown in Fig. 4, where is the total inter-line
capacitance; and, is the total line-to-ground capacitance. For
convenience, we define the factor

(7)

1The bitsl are considered to be real numbers.
2not dissipated.

TABLE I
ENERGY DRAWN FROM V BY A TWO-LINE BUS MODELED AS IN FIG. 4

The matrix (the conductance matrix of the network) becomes

...
...

...
...

...

(8)

The energy drawn from the power supply during the transition
can be expressed as

(9)

In standard 0.18-m technologies, minimum distances between
wires, can take values as high as six. In 0.13-m technologies,

can be greater than eight. In general, technology downscaling
results in an increase of the line aspect and thus an increase of
the factor .

Example: For a bus having two lines, modeled as in Fig. 4,
Table I shows the energy drawn from during the transition

.
The energy loss caused by the interaction of the lines through
is captured by the “lambdas” in Table I.

Example: In the case of isolated bus lines ( in the above
example), the energy formula is reduced to

(10)

which simply counts the number of lines that transition from
ground to (zero to one).

A. Comments on the Energy Model

Independently of the exact bus structure, if equalities (1) and
(2) are approximately satisfied (the timing assumption), the en-
ergy drawn from during a transition depends
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Fig. 5. Energy behavior of a bus.

Fig. 6. General class of coding schemes: TPC schemes.

only on the new and previous vectors . This is ex-
pressed by the block diagram shown in Fig. 5 using a memory
element (register).

Remark: Although the coding scheme design procedure that
is presented in the following sections is applicable to any type
of bus, the bus of Fig. 4 is used extensively for the examples.

III. GENERAL CLASS OFCODING SCHEMES

A general class of bus coding schemes is considered in this
section. Although many of the techniques proposed in the liter-
ature belong to this class, the unifying approach presented here
is new and results in exact, closed formulas of power consump-
tion and power reduction.

In Fig. 6, we see the general model oftime-invariantcoding
schemes having the following property: the input data vector

can be encoded, trans-
mitted, and decoded during the same clock cycle(assuming
the bus does not introduce significant delay).

The “original” data bus with lines has been expanded to
a bus with lines in order to accommodate the higher
(actual) bit rate due to encoding. The output of the decoder,bus
statevector , contains the
logical valuesof these lines. The following relation holds
for every time period :

(11)

Vector depends on both the input data vector as
well as the previous state of the bus. The knowledge
of the previous state is important because the energy dissipation
of the bus is due to the transition . Recursion
(11) may force the vector to take values in a subset

of (only). The elements of
are thecodewordsof the coding scheme.

At the other end of the bus, the decoder uses the value of the
current and the previous states of the bus to reconstruct the data

vector. This information is sufficient and no other earlier states
are required. The decoder realizes the relation

(12)

Combining the modeling equations of the encoder and decoder
[(11) and (12)] with the desirable property that for every

, translates into the requirement that for every
and it is

(13)

Therefore, for every fixed , the mapping
must be injective. Moreover, for every, the set

(14)

containing all the possible values of when the last state was
, must have exactly elements so that bits of

information can be transmitted each time. The functiongives
rise to thetransition matrix with elements

if
otherwise

(15)

The matrix has exactly ones in every row and specifies the
possible transitions of the bus, i.e., given a state ,
it gives all the states that can follow. The matrix

doesnot provide any information on howthe data values
are mapped into the possible transitions. Finally, we define the
transition graph , which carries the same information as that
of the transition matrix

(16)

Relation (13) defines (the restriction of) the functionon the
vertices of the transition graph. The values ofin the set

are immaterial and can be chosen in any convenient
way in order to simplify the hardware implementation of the
function. If the transition graph has more than one strongly
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connected component [34], then, the coding scheme is degen-
erate in the sense that some of the codewords are not utilized.
To avoid this degeneracy, from now on, we assume thatis
strongly connected. Strong connectivity of is equivalent to
theirreducibility of the transition matrix , [34], a property that
will be used later.

Remark 1: The sequence of bus states
is defined by (11), the initial state and the data
sequence . If the random vectors

are independent and identically
distributed, (i.i.d.) and independent of as well, then
the bus states form a Markov random
sequence. Note that

where if and , otherwise. Therefore,
depends statistically only on , which proves the

statement. The assumption that the data sequence is i.i.d. is often
necessary in order to make the analytical and/or numerical cal-
culations tractable.

Remark 2: Since, in general, the encoder and decoder, given
by (11) and (12), are finite-state machines, particular attention
must be given to their design so that the possible transmission
errors of the bus are notcatastrophic, i.e., they do not propagate
for ever. Alternatively, this can be achieved by using a particular
state of the bus, not in , as a reset signal for the states of both
the encoder and decoder.

A. Motivational Example

A simple TPC scheme is presented here that encodes a se-
quence of -bit data vectors into a sequence,, of

bit vectors. The set of codewords contains the fol-
lowing elements

The coding function is given as a graph in Fig. 7. For ex-
ample, if and then

Fig. 7. Graph representation ofF .

. The transition matrix resulting from with columns
and rows indexed according to states is

To indicate the correspondence between the input vectors and
the ones in each row of , we use the following symbolic
matrix that contains all the information of the function

In this example,TPC favors transition patterns in which the
voltages of neighboring bus lines change values in the same
direction. This reduces theeffective capacitancebetween ad-
jacent lines. For a typical 0.18-m technology, with minimum
distance between the wires, the value ofis about 5. In this
case, the coding schemes results in a theoretical energy reduc-
tion of about 22%,even though the number of the bus lines has
been increased. This should not be surprising. In general, the
scheme encodes the information into transitions among
codewords that have an average energy cost less than that of the
transitions between the original data (only two bits).

In the following sections, we address three issues of TPC: 1)
exact calculation of the energy consumption; 2) design of coding
schemes; and 3) complexity reduction.

B. Statistical Measures of Energy

Let be the codewords of the coding scheme
and let be the amount of energydrawn form the
power supply3 during the transition from codeword to

3The energy estimation results that follow remain unchanged if we use the
dissipated energyinstead of theenergy drawn from the power supply. This is
due to the long-term averaging asN ! 1 in definition (18).
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codeword 4 . We define theenergy cost matrixof the coding
scheme as

(17)

To quantify the energy behavior of the coding schemes we need
to introduce a statistical energy measure that is both physically
meaningful and can lead to relatively simple algebraic expres-
sions. It is appropriate to define thetime average expected en-
ergy per transition of the bus as the limit of the average
expected energy consumption over consecutive transitions
when goes to infinity

(18)

Throughout this paper, the overbar means statistical expectation
with respect to all random variables involved in the expression,
here, with respect to and . In (18), the quantity

is the average expected energy drawn from during the first
transitions. The limit as provides the time averaging.

C. Energy Consumption Using TPC

To derive the energy properties of TPC schemes, we need
to make some assumptions on the statistics of the input data

. For presentation pur-
poses, the analysis is done for input data sequences formed out
of statisticallyindependentanduniformly distributedvectors5

in . The result, (33), holds without any change forin-
dependentdata vectors withany distributionin . It can
also be directly extended to the case of Markov data sequences,
although this would increase the dimension of the problem sig-
nificantly.

Suppose for now that is a sequence of indepen-
dent and uniformly distributed vectors in . Then,

(Fig. 6) is a first-order homogeneous
Markov [36] random sequence ( see Remark 1 in Section III),
and, the conditional probability of the transition is
given by

if
otherwise.

(19)
The transition probability matrix of the states of the coding
scheme is defined as

(20)

From (19), we conclude that

(21)

The probability (row) vector of the state is

(22)

4Expression (6) can be used if the bus is modeled as in Fig. 1 or Fig. 3
5This is a typical case of data streams in telecommunication systems.

If is the probability distribution of the initial state of
the bus, then, using the Chapman–Kolmogorov formula [36],
that is, , we have

(23)

We use (23) to evaluate the time average expected energy of
the general coding scheme of Fig. 6. We start by calculating
the expected value of . Let be the th
entrance of the probability vector and be the
element of the transition probability matrix. Then

Let be theHadamard product[37] of two
matrices of the same dimensions and letbe the (column)
vector with all its coordinates equal to one. Then, we can write

(24)

and using (23)

(25)

To continue with the evaluation of the time average expected
energy, it is necessary to recall our assumption on thestrong
connectivityof the transition graph . As mentioned before,
the strong connectivity of is equivalent to theirreducibility
of the transition matrix , and the irreducibility of transition
probability matrix , due to (21), [37]. Moreover, matrix is
row stochastic by its definition. All the above allow us to use the
following modified version of the Perron–Frobenius theorem
[37, corollary 8.4.6] .

Theorem 1 (Perron–Frobenius):An irreducible row-sto-
chastic matrix is similar to a matrix of the block-diagonal
form

(26)

where is in Jordan form with eigenvalues of modulus less than
one and is the diagonal matrix

(27)

where is the number of modulus-one eigenvalues of matrix
and it is always greater than or equal to one.

Therefore, there exists a nonsingular matrixand a matrix
as in the theorem such that

(28)

Moreover, from (25), it is

(29)
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and hence

(30)

Since the spectral radius of is less than one, we have
as . Also, for every integer , it holds that [38]

if r
otherwise

(31)

From (30), we conclude that

(32)

Since is a row-stochastic matrix, its right eigenvector cor-
responding to the eigenvalue 1 is. Therefore, we can write

where is the left eigenvector
of matrix corresponding to eigenvalue 1, that is ,
and satisfies . Equality (32) can be written as

(33)

since . Thus, for the case of i.i.d. and uniform input
sequence the time average expected energy is

(34)

Now, recall that the transition matrix has a one in the
position if and only if the transition is allowed. There
are exactly ones in every row of the matrix . In the case
of uniformly distributed input data, the time average expected
energy is independent of the way that data vectors are mapped
into the bus transitions.

Now consider data sequences of independent butnot
uniformly distributed vectors. Let be the probability
that6 . Then, every row of
the transition matrix is a permutation of

zeros and the numbers .
The analysis presented above is still valid ifis replaced by

. We have

(35)

6The obvious identification is used, throughout the paper, between the bi-
nary vectors(0; . . . ; 0; 0); (0; . . . ; 0; 1); (0; . . . ; 1; 0); . . . ; (1; . . . ; 1; 1) and
the integers1; 2; 3; . . . ; 2 . This is done in order to use matrix algebra.

TABLE II
TRANSITION ENERGY OF THE2-LINES EXAMPLES BUS

TABLE III
TRANSITION ENERGY OF THETHREE-LINES EXAMPLE BUS

D. Energy-Estimation Examples

The results of the previous section are applied to the example
of Section III-1. Consider again a two-line and a three-line buses
of structure as in Fig. 4 and . For simplicity, we set

and . The transition energies of the 2-line bus are
calculated using (4), and shown in Table II.

In the example of Section III-1, two bits of information are
transmitted each time. Without using coding and assuming the
data is a sequence of independent and uniformly distributed vec-
tors, the expected energy per transmission (or transition) is

(36)

Suppose now that we apply the coding scheme presented in
Fig. 7. For the three-line bus with and ,
the transition energies are given in Table III.

The codewords used in the example are
, and . The

energy-cost matrixof the scheme, defined by (17), is

(37)
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TABLE IV
DISTRIBUTION OF THEINPUT VECTORS

The transition probability matrix is

(38)

The left eigenvector of corresponding to eigenvalue 1 and
satisfying the equation is

(39)

Thus, the time average expected energy of the coding scheme,
given by (34), is

Therefore, using this coding scheme, we can achieve energy re-
ductions up to

% %

Now, suppose that the data are stationary but not uniformly dis-
tributed. Suppose that for every clock cycle, the random vector

has the probability distribution shown in Table IV.
If the data is transmitted uncoded through the two-line bus,

the time average expected energy is [see (36)]

(40)

If we use the coding scheme of Fig. 7, the transition probability
matrix is given by

(41)

The left eigenvector of corresponding to eigen-
value of one and satisfying the equation is

. The time
average expected energy of the coding scheme, given by (35),
is . Therefore, using the coding
scheme, we can achieve energy reductions up to

% %

IV. TWO ALGORITHMS FOR DERIVING EFFICIENT

CODING SCHEMES

Suppose the original bus haslines and at every clock cycle
the input random vector takes the value

with
probability , respectively. We expand the bus
by a number additional lines; so, we have bits to encode
the data.

Throughout this section, we assume that all vectors
in are possible states of the expanded bus. In
other words, and . Without
loss of generality, we can set

. The transition energy cost
matrix is defined as in (17).

Definition: Given and the distribution
we define the set of all

stochastic matrices such that every row
of is a permutation of zeros and the numbers

.
Example: Let and . The

following three matrices are members of the set :

(42)

Following the discussion in the previous sections, the design
of an efficient TPC scheme with the parameters is
equivalent to choosing an appropriate matrix from the
set . Note that leads directly to the derivation
of the time-average expected energy, using (35), that is

where is the left probability eigenvector
of .

A. Approximately Optimal Coding (AOC)

Motivated by (35), where matrix is involved in the
point-wise product with the energy cost matrix, we may
attempt achieving a low by minimizing
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Fig. 8. Example transition diagram.

instead of . Note that this can be done by simply
choosing so thatevery rowsumof is minimal.

Example: Let us use this approach to derive a scheme that
encodes a 2-bit sequence with probability distribution

, into a 3-bit sequence. Let us consider a bus as
in Fig. 4 with and . Using (9) and defi-
nition (17), we have

(43)

We examine the first row, [0, 6, 11, 7, 6, 12, 7, 3] of. An
optimal choice for the first row of the stochastic matrixis

. Note that the maximal entry of the
probability vector, , is matched with the
minimal entry of the first row of . The second maximal entry
of is matched with the second minimal entry of the first row
of , etc. This procedure requires onlysorting the entries of
the rows; and, it guarantees the minimality of every rowsum
of , and therefore the minimality of in

. A stochastic matrix achieving the minimum in the
example is

(44)

The product is

(45)

Using matrix , we can calculate the time average expected
energy of the coding scheme. The left probability eigenvector
of is ;
and, the time average expected energy is

. Note that vector has only five nonzero ele-
ments. This means that the stochastic matrixcorresponds to
TPC schemes with only five codewords,

, and . Note also that since
the input vectors (00) and (10) both have probability 0.2, the op-
timal assignment of the inputs to the transitions is not unique.
For example, the transitions from state 1 to states 5 and 8 can be
assigned to inputs (00) and (10), respectively, or vice versa. In
Fig. 8, we see a transition diagram based onwith an optimal
“input vectors to transitions” assignment.

The expected energy consumption when transmitting the data
sequence though a two-line bus uncoded is [see (36)]

(46)

The energy reduction of the coding scheme achieved using this
simple minimization process is

% %

The energy reduction is small because we ignored the steady-
state probability vector during the optimization process. For
the same setup, the TPC algorithm presented in the following
section generates coding schemes demonstrating possible en-
ergy reductions up to 26.5%.

Although AOC may not result in efficient coding schemes for
small , it generates very efficient coding schemes for
which is demonstrated in the following section. This efficiency
is due to the tendency of the eigenvectorto become (more)
uniform for large (or ). Another desirable property of
AOC is its low complexity.

B. Transition Pattern Coding (TPC) Algorithm

The objective of the TPC algorithm is to generate TPC
schemes with minimum associatedtime average expected
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Fig. 9. TPC algorithm.

energy, . To do so, the algorithm solves (approximately) the
minimization problem

(47)

By definition, is the left probability eigenvector of . We as-
sume that is strongly connected; so, all codewords are
used and . If this is not the case, then, we keep the
largest strongly connected component ofand reduce the set of
codewords appropriately. Finally, for all

and we obtain the TPC algo-
rithm shown in Fig. 9.

Note that in the minimization step of the algorithm, each row
of is chosen so that the corresponding entry of the vector

is minimal. In this sense, minimiza-
tion problems are solved simultaneously and independently.

The algorithm operates “backward” while the variable
counts the backward steps. On step, the value of is the
expected energy cost of a (backward) random path of length,
which starts from stateand evolves (backward) with transition
probability matrices , as shown
in Fig. 10.

For for every , since no steps have
been encountered. For , the stochastic matrix
is chosen within so that the expected cost of
the one step (backward) random path starting from any state

, is minimal. Since , the choice of
minimizes every entry of the vector . On the

th iteration, matrix is chosen to minimize all entries of
.

We have that

(48)

The th entry of is the expected cost of the
backward step from to , starting from state. The th
entry of is the expected cost of the (backward)
random path from to 0. The algorithm stops when the
new transition probability matrix equals the previous one. In
practice, this condition is reached after a few iterations.

Example: Let and , as in
the example in the beginning of Section IV. Again, we assume

a bus as in Fig. 4 and . The TPC algorithm terminates
in three steps. For it gives the stochastic matrices

shown in (42). These stochastic matrices result in
time average expected energies 1.7854, 1.3981, 1.3962, respec-
tively. For .

Example: Now, let us assume that and a bus,
as in Fig. 4 and . The algorithm is run for the following
three distributions on the left of Fig. 11, that isuniform, tri-
angularandtruncated Gaussian. The energy savings resulting
from using the stochastic matrices of the
algorithm, are shown on the right. The first step, , corre-
sponds toAOC; and, as we see, gives a performance very close
to the that of the final stochastic matrix. As it is mentioned be-
fore, this is generally the case for . For the three input
distributions, the algorithm requires 7, 10, and 11 iterations to
stop.

C. Results of the TPC Algorithm

The transition pattern coding algorithm was used to derive
coding schemes for various combinations of values of the
quadruple ( , Input distribution) assuming the bus model
of Fig. 4. In Fig. 12, we see the energy reductions (with respect
to the uncoded bus) achievable using the coding schemes
derived for and with three
input distributionsuniform, triangular, andtruncated Gaussian
of normalized variance: . Each star in the
graphs indicates the energy reduction of a coding scheme for a
quadruple ( , Input distribution). The energy reduction
can be arbitrarily highand depends strongly on the distribution
of the data. For example, the graph in the upper right corner
shows reductions up to 80%.

In Fig. 12, we see results attributed to coding schemes with
, i.e., with only one additional line. It is true that in most

cases larger (additional lines) results in higher energy reduc-
tions and larger additional occupied chip area. In Fig. 13, we see
the energy reduction of schemes resulting from theTPCalgo-
rithm for and uniform input
distribution. The savings are compared with that of bus invert
[8].

D. Reducing Complexity

A way to reduce complexity is to split the input data bits into
groups and encode each group independently. The approach is
shown in Fig. 14.

The energy dissipation associated with the partitioned coding
scheme equals the sum of the energy dissipations of the indi-
vidual blocksplus the energy losses due to interactions at the
boundaries of adjacent blocks (assuming a bus structure as that
in Fig. 4). These interactions take place between the last line
of the first block and the first line of the second block, the last
line of the second block and the first line of the third, etc. The
calculation of the expected energy dissipation caused by the in-
teractions is presented next.

E. The Interaction Energy

The energy loss caused by the interaction of two consecu-
tive blocks corresponds to the “’s” of Table I when are
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Fig. 10. Expected costs of forward paths using the stochastic matrices derived by the optimization process.

Fig. 11. Energy savings corresponding to the stochastic matrix derived in each iteration of theTPCalgorithm for different input distributions.

the voltages of the adjacent boundary lines of the two blocks.
For simplicity of presentation, all coding blocks are assumed
to be identical with parameters and functions
and as defined in Section III. Let and be two adjacent
coding blocks of the partitioned scheme in Fig. 14. Moreover,
suppose that is “higher” than , e.g., and are the first
and second blocks, respectively, in the figure. Now, let and

be the outputs of blocks and at time be the
last(bottom) bit of , and be thefirst (top) bit of .
Thus, and correspond to adjacent lines in the bus. The
situation is illustrated in the example of Fig. 15.

From Table I, we extract Table V, which presents theinterac-
tion energydrawn from the power supply during theth transi-
tion. For convenience, we have set and ; thus,
all quantities are normalized.7 This amount of energy drawn is
due to the inter-line capacitance. Call this (normalized) energy
cost .

To proceed in the analysis of the energy behavior of the parti-
tioned coding scheme we have to make some assumptions on the
statistics of the input data that allow for a relatively simple pre-
sentation of the methodology. We assume that thepartial data

7To get the real values we have to multiply them byV C .

vectorsfed into the encoders, Fig. 14, are statistically inde-
pendent and identical.8 The results can be extended to include
the case of Markov sources as well.

According to the assumption, the random variables and
are independent (because the partial data vectorsand
are independent) and the expected value of can be

derived using Table V.

(49)

By grouping one-half of the fourth term with each of the first and
the fifth terms, one-half of the third term with each of the second
and the sixth terms, and taking into account that the two-bit

8Spatially and temporally.
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Fig. 12. Energy reduction achievable by coding schemes resulting from the TPC algorithm form = 2; 4; 8; a = 1; 0 � � � 10 and three input distributions.

Fig. 13. Energy saving achievable by TPC schemes and the bus invert scheme
for uniformly distributed input data,m = 4; a = 1; 2; 3 and0 � � � 10.

sequences and are independent (to each other),
(49) can be written as

(50)

Let be the set of codewords of every coding block in the bus;
thus, for every . Let and be the

Fig. 14. Partitioned coding scheme: a juxtaposition of simpler blocks.

Fig. 15. Example ofB;B ;LLL(k);LLL (k); l(k) andl (k).
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TABLE V
ENERGY DRAW FROM THE POWER SUPPLY BECAUSE OF THEINTERACTION OF

ADJACENT LINES l(k) AND l (k)

subsets of containing only the codewords whosefirst bit is 0
and 1, respectively. Similarly, let and be the subsets
of containing only the codewords whoselast bit is 0 and 1,
respectively. See the example that follows.

Since is the last bit of and is the first bit of
, for in

(51)

Similarly

(52)

To get a compact of , we need a few more definitions. For
and

if
if

if
if

According to the assumptions on the data and Remark 1 of Sec-
tion III, and are Markov
random sequences with the same statistical properties. The tran-
sition probabilities and the transition probability matrix
are defined as in (20). Then, the joint probabilities (51) and (52)
can be written, respectively, as

(53)

and

(54)

We also have that

(55)

and

(56)

Finally, we define the four diagonal matrices

Example: The TPC scheme presented in Fig. 7 has the six
codewords

, and . Therefore

and so

(57)

From the definitions of and (53)–(56)

(58)

(59)

(60)

(61)
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Combining (58)–(61) and using the Chapman–Kolmogorov for-
mula [36], , we arrive at (62) of the expected
interaction energy

(62)

We define thetime average expected interaction energy(TAEI)
as

(63)

We use Theorem 1 and the decomposition of the
transition probability matrix in order to calculate the time av-
erage expected interaction energy between consecutive blocks
of the partitioned coding scheme in Fig. 14.

Without loss of generality, we can assume that
with and with the

first eigenvectors corresponding the eigenvalues9

of , see Theorem 1.
Also, let be the inverse of . Then

(64)

From Theorem 1, we know that as ; and thus,
the first term of (62) can be expressed using

(65)

where as . The rest of the terms in (62) can be
expressed similarly. After lengthy algebraic manipulations, we
arrive at (66) where is the complex conjugate of the eigen-
vector

(66)

9Theorem 1:q is the number of eigenvalues of modulus one.

When using (66) in numerical calculations, special attention has
to be paid to the way matrices and are formed. The
columns (eigenvectors and generalized eigenvectors) ofand
its eigenvalues must be arranged according to Theorem 1.

The case of corresponds to transition pattern coding
schemes with connected transition graphs. This is always a de-
sirable property in practice. If , formula (66) simplifies to
the more compact

(67)

Example: Following the example of the TPC scheme in
Fig. 7, assuming uniformly distributed data, we have the
transition probability matrix given by (38) whose probability
eigenvector is given by (39). Using (57) and (67), with

, we arrive at

(68)

F. Total Energy Consumption of the Partitioned Coding
Scheme

We have expressions of the time average expected energy,,
of the individual coding blocks, as well as expressions of the
time average expected interaction energy,, caused by the
coupling between adjacent blocks.

The total time average expected energy consumption
(TTAEE) of the entire coding scheme in Fig. 14 is then given
by

(69)

where is the number of blocks. For the case

(70)
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Fig. 16. Percentage of energy savings using partitioned coding schemesn:
number of blocks,m: number of bits transmitted per block, anda: additional
lines,� = 1; 10.

Note that this energy is normalized with respect to and ;
thus, the actual energy consumed10 per clock cycle is

. Fig. 16 presents the energy savings of partitioned coding
schemes in which the coding blocks are TPC schemes designed
using the TPC algorithm. The parameters in the graphs are:
number of blocks, : number of bits transmitted per block, and
: additional lines, .

V. FUTURE DIRECTIONS

This work provides a mathematical framework for the design
and evaluation of coding schemes that can be used for power re-
duction in on-chip or interchip communications through buses.
Given a specific bus structure and estimating or measuring the
distribution of the data, the two proposed algorithms provide
coding schemes that, in theory, can result in significant energy
reduction. For practical applications of a specific scheme, or a
set of TPC schemes, further work will be required to estimate
the complexity and the energy overhead of the encoder and de-
coder. Both complexity and overhead depend strongly on the
particular technology, as well as the specific circuit implemen-
tation that will be used. Another issue that has to be addressed
is that coding schemes need to be noncatastrophic; or, the en-
coder/decoder has a periodic resetting mechanism.

VI. CONCLUSION

A bus-structure and data-distribution-aware methodology
for designing and analyzing coding schemes for low-power
communication has been presented. A general class of coding
schemes for low power, termed TPC schemes, has been intro-
duced and mathematically analyzed in detail. Two algorithms
have been proposed for deriving efficient TPC schemes that
are optimized for given bus structures and data distributions.

10The long-term average energy drawn from the power supply equals the
long-time average energy consumed, [20].

Bus partitioning has been mathematically analyzed as a way to
reduce the complexity of the encoder/decoder.
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